PROMOTION

BE SURE

stay 		
fresh
Don’t sweat the small stuff, use
this handbag-sized smaller,
smarter Sure Compressed can!

W

omen – we work hard, we
play hard, so stay fresh all
day every day with Sure
Compressed antiperspirant.
Whether you’ve just finished a spin class,
pounding the supermarket aisles for the best
deals, or chasing your brood around the local
park, Sure Compressed has got you, and your
all-day freshness sorted.

The smaller, Sure Compressed can at 125ml
does everything its big sister does, so don’t
let the size fool you – Sure Compressed lasts
just as long as the big can and it provides the
same amount of protection when used in the
same way, or your money back.*
Women are rarely ever wrong, so trust the
nine million** who have already chosen Sure
Compressed antiperspirant – heck, one is
even sold every three seconds in the UK.
And, not only does Sure Compressed fit in
your bag, it’s a softer spray too.
All Sure Compressed variants are
available at leading retailers nationwide at a
retail price of £3.29. If you need help
choosing, definitely try the Shower Fresh
scent, we love it! Sure, it won’t let you down.

120 ESSENTIALS

* 18+,UK, NI, IRE. Purchase from 01/10/15 and 31/01/16. Keep
receipt & pack. One per household. Full terms:www.
compresseddeodorants.com **Kantar Worldpanel data UK
individuals & IE HHs of Compressed deo purchases every three
seconds 02/13-08/15

Small but mighty

w&h promotion

it’s a

sure
thing!
W

ith one sold
every three
seconds in the
UK*, you can be
confident Sure antiperspirant
really works! Now you’ve
probably seen that the
clever people at Sure have
developed Compressed,
the same hard-working
antiperspirant in a smaller,
smarter 125ml can… but
you’ve probably thought,
if it’s that small, how can
it possibly last as long as
a big can? It’s all in the
technology, of course. With
the smaller can, each spray
releases less air but has the
same amount of protective

punch in every spray. And
of course, this makes it more
environmentally friendly too.
Try it and you’ll believe it!
When using Sure Compressed,
the spray will feel softer on
your skin, but don’t worry,
it will still provide you with
the same level of sweat
protection when used in
exactly the same way as the
big can – or your money back†.
Start every day feeling
clean, fresh and protected
with the confidence that
Sure Compressed will last
just as long as the big Sure
antiperspirant. Nine million
women have chosen Sure**
– it won’t let you down.

sure compressed
All Sure Compressed
antiperspirant variants
are available at all
leading retailers
nationwide (125ml
retails at RRP £3.29)
†18+,UK, NI, IRE. Purchase from 01/10/15 to 31/01/16. Keep receipt and
pack. 1 per household. Full terms: www.compresseddeodorants.com

00 woman&home A Brand New Attitude

*YTD unit sales w/e 28.05.2015 **Kantar Worldpanel data UK
individuals & IE HHs of Compressed deo purchases 02/13-08/15

We know Sure antiperspirant
works, but does the smaller,
smarter Compressed can
really last as long? Sure!

PROMOTION
The world’s number
one antiperspirant,
Sure won’t let you down

YOUR ON
THE GO
MUST-HAVE

*KANTAR WORLDPANEL DATA UK INDIVIDUALS & IE HHS OF COMPRESSED DEO PURCHASES 02/13-08/15. **18+, UK, NI, IRE. PURCHASE FROM
01/10/15 TO 31/01/16. KEEP RECEIPT & PACK. 1 PER HOUSEHOLD. FULL TERMS: COMPRESSEDDEODORANTS.COM. ***YTD UNIT SALES W/E 28/05/2015

Sure Compressed may be small
enough to fit in your bag, but it
lasts as long as the big can and
will keep you fresh all day. Nice
ANTIPERSPIRANTS DON’T GET MUCH
cooler than Sure Compressed – and Kimberly
Wyatt should know. Dancer, choreographer,
mum, ex-Pussycat Doll and all-round person
on the go, she relies on it to keep her fresh, dry
and protected from her morning workout to
late-night photocalls. But exactly how does the
smaller, smarter can last as long and work as
hard as the big one? It’s simple. Both cans have
the same amount of protection in every spray,
but Sure Compressed has half the gas, resulting
in a smaller can. See, we told you it was cool.
So go on, join the nine million women who’ve
chosen Sure already.* You won’t be disappointed
and there’s even a money back guarantee that
Compressed will last as long when used in
the same way as the big can.**

WITH ONE SOLD EVERY
THREE SECONDS IN
THE UK,*** YOU CAN BE
CONFIDENT IT WORKS

Both the new Sure Compressed Shower Fresh and the Sure Compressed Cotton Dry are available at all leading
retailers nationwide (125ml retails at RRP £3.29). For more information, visit suredeodorant.co.uk

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING PROMOTION

Confidence boost
Whatever your day has in store,
you know you can rely on Sure
to keep you feeling fresher for longer

*KANTAR WORLDPANEL DATA; UK INDIVIDUALS & ONLINE IRISH HOUSEHOLD PURCHASES OF SURE COMPRESSED, 02/13-08/15. †18+ PURCHASES IN UK, NI AND IRELAND BETWEEN
01/10/15 AND 31/01/16. KEEP RECEIPT AND PACK; PER HOUSEHOLD. FOR FULL TERMS, SEE COMPRESSEDDEODORANTS.COM ††YEAR TO DATE UNIT SALES, W/E 28/05/2015

W

hether you are out and
about in the fresh air or
rushing home after work
to meet up with friends,
feeling confident
should be part of your daily routine.
Sure Compressed is designed to keep you
clean, fresh and protected all day. It’s small
enough to slip into your yoga bag for a
lesson or your clutch bag for an evening
out. It packs exactly the same amount of
protection into a smaller, smarter can –
so Sure Compressed lasts just as long as
the big can, yet offers a softer spray and a
handy size. That’s why 9 million women*
have chosen Sure antiperspirant.

H OW I T WO R K S
With its 125ml can, Sure Compressed
delivers the same amount of antiperspirant
protection in each spray as the Sure 250ml
size, but uses only half the amount of gas
and has less packaging. Sure’s Motionsense™
technology works with your body by
releasing a new burst of freshness every
time you move, so you can be confident
you’ll stay fresh and dry, all day long.

‘Sure Compressed provides the
same level of sweat protection
as the regular spray, giving me
confidence whatever I’m up to.
It’s perfect for everyday use,
and is both my bathroom and
handbag essential’
Kimberly Wyatt, dancer

Small but strong,
Sure Compressed
antiperspirant is
available nationwide.
Try it today with
a money back
guarantee†, and
discover for yourself
why one is sold
every
three
seconds††

Prima promotion

GOOD TO GO!

* 18+,UK, NI, IRE. Purchase from 01/10/15 and 31/01/16. Keep receipt & pack.1 per household. Full terms:www.compresseddeodorants.com **YTD unit
sales w/e 28.05.201 ***Kantar Worldpanel data UK individuals & IE HHs of Compressed deo purchases 02/13-08/15

When you’re out and about,
rely on Sure Compressed to
keep you feeling fresh and
protected all day long

K

eys, purse, mobile, tablet…
sometimes it can feel
more like you’re carrying
a suitcase than a handbag.
And things aren’t much
better in the bathroom, with lotions and
potions, serums and sprays cluttering every
corner of your cupboard. That’s why the
clever people at Sure have developed
Compressed – an antiperspirant in a
smaller, smarter can that releases half
the amount of gas but the same level of
protection, when used in the same way as
the big can – or your money back*.
It has a softer spray, but provides the
same great antiperspirant protection from
dawn until dusk. It’s no wonder there’s
one sold every three seconds** in the UK!
Sure Compressed will last you just as
long as the big Sure antiperspirant can.
In a smaller, smarter can, it’s kinder to the
environment and fits easily in your handbag
or gym bag, for all-day freshness on the go.
So start the day feeling clean, protected
and confident – Sure won’t let you down.

HAVE YOU TRIED SURE COMPRESSED YET?
Singer, dancer, choreographer and
television personality Kimberly
Wyatt knows a bit
about keeping fresh on the go!
‘With my hectic lifestyle as a busy
working mum, I need a reliable
antiperspirant to ensure I stay
feeling clean, fresh and protected.
Sure Compressed releases less
air and has a softer spray, but
provides the same level of sweat

protection and lasts just as long
as the big can, giving me
confidence whatever I’m up to’
l Small but strong, Sure
Compressed is available
nationwide. Chosen by nine million
women***, why not try Sure, with
a money back guarantee on your
purchase. Discover for yourself
why one can of Sure Compressed
is sold every three seconds**.

*Kantar Worldpanel data UK individuals & IE HHs of Compressed deo purchases 02/13-08/15 **18+, UK, NI, IRE. Purchased
between October 1st 2015 and January 31st 2016. Keep receipt and pack. One per household. Full terms compresseddeodorants.com

PROMOTION

Are you
READY?

With Sure Compressed you’re guaranteed to
stay fresh all day long, no matter how busy
your life gets – it won’t let you down

Y

ou’ve got an important
with the same level of sweat protection
meeting, you’re
when used in the same way as the big
running late, and the
can – with the assurance of a moneylast thing you want
back guarantee**. Being compact
in size, it also fits
to do is
perfectly into your
arrive looking stressed.
‘Designed
handbag, gym or
At least knowing that
INTELLIGENTLY travel bag for added
your antiperspirant is
working is one thing
to work as hard convenience. And
now you never have
to help you get back
as you do,
to be anywhere
on track and focus on
it’s no wonder
without it.
the important things.
it’s the UK’s
Life
When you use Sure
can
get
Compressed, you know
NUMBER-ONE’
stressful
you can start every day
sometimes,
feeling clean, fresh and
but it’s good to know
protected. Designed intelligently
Sure Compressed
to work as hard as you do, it’s no
won’t let you down.
wonder it’s the UK’s number-one
Sure Compressed
antiperspirant, with one sold every
antiperspirant is available
three seconds*. Sure Compressed
(125ml) is a smaller, smarter can that
nationwide at leading
will still last as long, and provide you
retailers, £3.29

ON THE MOVE

Kimberly Wyatt is
working with Sure
Compressed
after becoming
a convert herself.
The dancer and
TV presenter lives a very
busy life and explains: ‘Sure
Compressed releases less air
and feels softer on the skin but
still provides the same level of
sweat protection in each spray,
giving me confidence whatever
I’m up to, whether it’s running
around after my daughter or
working out. It’s perfect for
everyday use and is both
my bathroom and handbag
essential.’ And with Sure
being chosen by 9 million
women, there’s no denying
its popularity* – when
something works this well,
why try anything else?

ADVERTISMENT PROMOTION

Sure.

It won’t let
you down.

party season

MAXIMUM PROTECTION DURING
Feel confident this Christmas, whatever you’re wearing. Whether
you’re out partying or dashing round the shops buying presents,
stay fresh and dry from day to night with the new Sure Compressed.

W

HEN YOU’RE RUSHING
around during the busy
festive season or socialising
with colleagues and friends, you want
to be certain your antiperspirant is
working to keep you fresh and
protected. Sure Compressed packs the
same protective punch as the original
Sure formula, but in a smaller can so it
fits handily in your handbag.
Sure Compressed contains less air
than big can size, yet it offers the same
level of protection with each spray. The
new cans are also more environmentally

TOPSANTÉ

friendly thanks to reduced packaging
and gas.
Sure Compressed feels soft on
your skin and still offers full defence
against sweat, providing you with
the same level of protection when used
in the same way as the big can, or your
money back*.
But don’t just take our word for it
– nine million women have used
Sure in the past year and all agree**.
With one sold every three seconds in
the UK***, you’ll be joining a tribe of
women who’ve come to rely on Sure

not to let them down.
The Sure Compressed
antiperspirant comes in
two fragrances: Shower
Fresh and Cotton Dry.
Both are available at leading retailers
nationwide priced £3.29****.
So, start your day in the knowledge
that you’ll stay clean, fresh
and protected, thanks to
Sure Compressed.

Facebook.com/TopSanteMagazine

@TopSanteUK

*
18+,UK, NI, IRE. PURCHASE FROM 01/10/15 TO 31/01/16. KEEP RECEIPT & PACK.1 PER HOUSEHOLD. FULL TERMS:
COMPRESSEDDEODORANTS.COM. **KANTAR WORLDPANEL DATA UK INDIVIDUALS & IE HHS OF COMPRESSED DEO
PURCHASES 02/13-08/15. ***YTD UNIT SALES W/E 28.05.2015, ****PRICES AT SOLE DISCRETION OF RETAILER.

‘Sure Compressed releases less air and feels softer on the skin but
still provides the same level of sweat protection in each spray, giving
me confidence whether I’m running around after my daughter or
working out. It’s perfect for everyday use.’ Kimberly Wyatt, dancer

